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A Demonstration of the Use of Self-Instructional and Other Teaching Techniques for

Remedial Instruction of Low-Achieving Adolescents in Reading and Mathematics:

Technical Progress Report No. 2

This report specifies the progress of work under contract from October 1, 1964,

to January 1, 1965. During this period Phases II and III of the project were begun.
Phase II, the follow-up on the students taught in the six-week literacy course, is still

in progress. The regular teachers of these pupils were contacted after the students re-

turned to classes in the fall. The teachers were told of the experiment and asked to co-

operate in the procurement of the follow-up data required. During this period, standard

interview forms and questionnaires were constructed.

As a result of experiences in Phase I, the general system of program administra-

tion and scheduling for motivation was outlined. Contact was made with the Esperanza
School to test these procedures at the first in-school setting. It was believed that the
motivational and administrative systems that had been devised could be easily communi-

cated. Teachers were presented with the written outline and were given, in addition,
several lectures on the techniques and underlying principles.

Purpose of the In-School Demonstration

The purpose of this demonstration was to test the program administration and in-
structional systems developed or refined during Phase I in a school setting, and to de-
termine the best way to communicate the approach to classroom teachers.

Description of the In-School Settin

The Esperanza School was established by the Albuquerque School System to pro-
vide a regular classroom curriculum for those youths sentenced to the Detention Home.

The Students

All students attending the Esperanza School are there because of a court order.
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The violations of these youths are generally considered minor. More serious violations
result in sentencing to the State Correctional School. The most common violations are

truancy, petty larceny, drunkenness, glue-sniffing, etc. Most of these boys are first of-
fenders. A typical sentence at the Detention Home is ninety days.

The Esperanza School is located on the same grounds as the Detention Home.
Each morning the boys are taken to the Esperanza School for regular classroom activities.
Some boys are allowed to live at home on probationary status and attend Esperanza School.

The grade level of the curricula was approximately junior high school. The ages
of the students range from ten to fifteen.

Staff

A principal and four classroom teachers constitute the staff. They are paid by

the Board of Education of Albuquerque, New Mexico, and function under the some provi-
sions as the regular Albuquerque classroom teachers.

Results

If one only considers the progress made in changing the teachers' attitudes, or in
imparting the knowledge of the systems for effective program administration, then the
demonstration failed. But in two important areas it succeeded. The demonstration proved
that the system is practical in a school setting if properly administered, and we gained a
great deal of insight into the problems of communication with teachers.

There were three main reasons for failure:

1) We failed to make the systems explicit enough to communicate with the teach-
ing staff.

2) We failed to establish the classroom conditions necessary to allow the system
to succeed.

3) We failed to convince the Esperanza staff to use the prescribed methods in all
aspects of their interactions with the students.

As a result of these reasons, the demonstration got out of hand. The experiment
operated under highly compromised conditions. Instead of the proposed individual instruc-
tional system, the staff was forced to use an ill-conceived adaptation of lockstep group
i nstruc Hon.
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1) Communication

At Esperanza, the nature of programed instruction was not communicated. The
goals and the means to reach these goals were not explained. To further compound this
failure, it was apparent that the principal and the faculty were unable to understand, and
unable to use, the principles of contingency management set forth in the initial orienta-
tion periods. Since using the principles of contingency management in conjunction with
programed administration is the heart of the system that was being tested at the Esperanza
School setting, any attempts to apply the method without this knowledge could only result
in an ineffectual presentation.

The initial orientation consisted of three half-hour sessions. The first session was

a lecture to familiarize the teachers with the characteristics of programs. The frame was
defined and general construction and administration of programed material was discussed.
Since this was completely new information, most of the teachers listened with interest.

The second session was devoted to the motivational and administrative systems.
This session proved troublesome. First, the teachers took the attitude that there was nothing
they could learn. One comment which typifies this attitude was, "We learned all about
this in college psychology." Letting the teachers read the outline and Appendix A of
Technical Progress Report No. 1 did not produce the effect we had hoped for.

The third session was equally disappointing. We attempted to rectify the erroneous
impressions of the second session, but were only partially successful. It was hoped that
on-site training could compensate for lack of adequate communication.

One of the reasons the failure in communication can be attributed to the type
of school setting. Since this was connected with a correctional institution, it was not pos-
sible to persuade the staff of the necessity of the use of positive consequences in activity
management. The teachers had been working for some time with juvenile delinquents, and,
as a result, believed that' the only effective means of control was punishment. One often
heard the instructor verbally punishing the students by shouting, by threatening, or by lec-
turing them on what miserable human beings they were. On many occasions the TMI In-
stitute staff witnessed the instructors threaten students with paddling.

2) Failure to establish ideal conditions

The Institute did not make it clear to all concerned what the duties, responsibili-
ties, and authorities of the individuals concerned were. It was not clear who should con-
trol the experiment. The principal and staff of Esperanza continually maintained that the
experiment was ours and that we were fully responsible, but they seldom allowed us to
dictate, or even to suggest the conditions necessary for success in this experiment. As a
consequence, we were forced to conduct a badly patched-up experiment on their terms.
Most of the suggestions made by Institute staff during the course of the experiment were



politely refused. When it was suggested that the experimental students all be located in

one class in order that one teacher could be responsible for all the students, the response

was negative. When it was appropriate to introduce the contract into the classroom, the

principal politely vetoed the idea.

3) Problems in teacher-student interaction

We failed to convince the staff and principal at the Esperanza School to adopt

the techniques of contingency management in their student interactions. Frequently,
hostility between the faculty and the TMI Institute liaison staff was observed. In many

cases, these feelings were not latent, i.e., in some cases, words of anger passed between

the staff and liaison people. The liaison staff failed to convince the teachers, especially

the principal, that the experimenters really knew what they were doing. When the pro-

cedure of using motivational programs in conjunction with the math programs in the mafth

class was broached, it was turned down by the principal. The principal became so upset,

he refused to speak to the liaison man responsible for two days. it was his firm opinion
that only mathematics should be taught in mathematics classes; only punctuation in punctua-

tion classes; and only reading in reading classes. Consequently, it was not possible to

schedule at least seventy-five per cent of the programs provided for the Esperanza School

setting. If the class lasted an hour, the student was expected to work on his mathematics

program for the full hour as in any conventional approach. Naturally, most students quick-

ly tired of their programs. They soon discriminated that there were no consequences for

working diligently on their programs. Since we had failed to convince the teachers of the

necessity of using performance rather than time contingencies, the Ss were content to sit

in their chairs and occasionally talk with their neighbors. Toward The end of the experi-

ment, some students even refused to do one frame in the program. Because we were unable

to employ our proposed system in the experiment, we did not consider it of any value to ob-
tain post-test data on the students.

Since it is, in our opinion, a necessity to communicate, and to convince those who
would try our system of the necessity of contingency management of performance scheduling,

We can only consider that we were the ones, in fact, who failed at Esperanza. What this
part of the project revealed was that a different sort of engineering was required to get the

system used. To this end, a first approximation of a new utilization manual was prepared.

A rough draft of this manual is included with this report as Appendix A. The manual will
be Vested'ond revised on the basis of further work in Phase Ill.
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Appendix A

INTRODUCTION

Although the concepts of individualized instruction and programed learning are

not new, the techniques involved in the operation of an individualized classroom are new.

In the early rush to produce good programs, the problems of administration and motivation

were ignored. As a result, programs were thrust into teachers' hands and the teachers

were told to do the best they could. Generally the learning results were good, but the

administrative problems led many teachers to conclude that programs were not worth the

extra effort.

As a result of recent research, tentative answers to these problems have been gained.

This Manual presents the requirements for a successful system. They are:

1) Excellent learning material, including the best available

programed courses or graded readers.

2) Control of student performance by frequent progress checks.

3) Control of motivation by proper scheduling and by providing

consequences for all learning activities.

The first requirement is self-explanatory. Since much program technology is rapidly

changing, it is almost impossible to use the criteria of good programing set up in many

currently published texts. Many people have used "face validity" as a criterion and have

looked only at what was taught. This technique does not evaluate the program's efficiency

or effectiveness, however. As an aid to program selection we have included a section which

deals with programing considerations.

Most of the administrative problems in individualized instruction center around
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control of student performance. The best method of control is periodic testsoffering

feedback to the student regarding his progress (evaluation). These tests are keyed to

the materials just learned and are, therefore, termed progress checks.

Since managing motivation hinges on the scheduling techniques employed, various

options should be considered. These options will be discussed in the Motivation section

of this Manual.

What Is Programing?

Programing is a special method of presenting a body of material for the purpose of

learning. Programing is based on learning principles of recognized soundness. A program

is designed to provide the student with all the advantages of a private tutor. A subject to

be programed is analyzed and divided into small steps suitable to almost any learner.

Programs are designed and prepared to provide the most efficient, pleasant, and permanent

learning.

Programed or self-tutoring instruction makes sure of active participation, which is

not possible by merely attending a lecture or by reading a textbook.

Since its advent, many attempts have been made to define programed instruction.

The usual form of such attempts is a list of principles of programed instruction. Usually

cited are such factors as immediate confirmation, small steps, self-pacing, student testing,

and active responding. While it is true that these attributes are often descriptive of

classes of programed materials, for the most part they are not definitive. A program can

best be defined by contrasting it to existing educational techniques.



1) A program is not a textbook. A textbook contains the subject matter, but

it is organized primarily to aid in references. A program, however, not only

contains the subject matter but it is deliberately sequenced in such a way to

make lecming as easy as possible.

2) A program is not a workbook. The purpose of a workbook is to practice already

established skills, while the purpose of a program is to aid in the acquisition of

those skills. Material in programs is carefully selected and sequenced, em-

ploying techniques derived from principles studied in the learning laboratories

of psychology.

3) A program is permanent. it exists in such a form that it can be repeated in the

same form many times. The program is a complete presentation. In its valida-

tion phase it must stand alone, independent of any other instructional inputs.

The program also provides a complete record of the students' responses. This

allows the program to be tested and validated. During this testing phase, if

it is found that certain segments of the program are not functioning properly,

they may be modified and retested. Thus, the property of permanence in pro-

viding accounts of instructional input and student responses allows us to perform

this validation.

Normally, in a lecture situation, it is impossible to determine if students sitting

passively at their desks are interacting with the materials the lecturer is presenting. We

know from psychological data that learning only occurs when students are c.t1.221 This do_ inn

may take the form of overt action, thinking, analyzing, drawing conclusions, and so forth.

In an efficient learning system it is necessary to guarantee that the student is interacting



with the proper material. In lecture situations we have no such guarantee. Programing,

however, does provide such response control. In a good program it is impossible for the

student to complete the material without having interacted with the significant portions

of that material.

We can now give the definition of a program. A program consists of scientifi-

cally analyzed and sequenced content presented in a Permanent form that allows testing,

validation, and revision, and which guarantees that the student interact with the signifi-

cant material by using various techniques of response control.

A list of definitions of some of the terms used in any material concerning programed

instruction follows.

Definition of Terms

Program Terms

FRAMEA discrete segment of a program, usually giving a stimulus to which a response

must be made.

PROGRAM Scientifically analyzed and sequenced subject content presented in a permanent

form.

NECESSARY PROGRAMBasic Reading and Arithmetic programs administered for remedial

purposes.

PROGRAMED TEXTBOOK --A book requiring the learner to respond to systematically

arranged materials. There are many different forms used in programed textbooks,

some samples of which are included at the end of this section.



PROGRAMINGThe process of arranging material to be learned into a series of se-

quential steps; usually moves the student from a familiar background into a com-

plex and new set of concepts, principles, and understandings.

GROUP METHOD (Reasons for use:)In some cases it is necessary for the entire group

to proceed through a program in group fashion. This is necessary in the following

conditions.

1) absence of reading ability

2) purposes of review

3) scarcity of programs

PREFERRED PROGRAMSAny program which a student asks to go through is considered a

preferred program. Spanish, Russian, and Hebrew have been highly preferred pro-

grams for many students.

Supplettant Terms

PRE- AND POST7TESTA supplemental progress check or test with questions relating to

the whole coursenr to units.

PROGRESS CHECKShort test gien to the student to determine the extent of his learning

and retention. There are two types of progress checks: external and internal.

1) External progress checksA progress check that is administered as a

supplement. This includes course and unit pre- and post-tests, and

progress tests that ideally are administered every 40-50 frames.

2) Internal progress checksThere is currently only one type of internal

progress check. It is usually signalled by the words "test" or "practice."

A test or practice frame is one that has no confirmation. Since there is
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no contimlation it is assumed that the student must have requisite

knowledge to correctly answer.

STUDENT REFERENCE BOOKA worki:lok containing progress checks, pre- and post-

tests for both the course and each unit the course, and progress charts.

PROGRESS CHART Graphs that enable a student to ptot and graphically determine his

progress.

TEST FRAMEAn internal progress checking device having no confirmation. It is

assumed that requisite knowledge has been attained when test frame. are answered

correctly.

General Terms

BRANCHINGA style of programing in which selection of the next frame to be presented

depends on the response given in the current frame.

CONSTRUCTED RESPONSEA response that is composed by the student. The program,

however, may limit the response to a general type, such as words or numbers.

DIAGNOSTIC PROFILEProfile of deficiencies and knowledge gaps based on test perform-

ance of the student.

ERROR RATE The number or percentage of a given group of students incorrectly responding

to an item in the program. A high error rate would probably indicate a need for

revision in the program.

FEEDBACK The function of the confirmation area of a teaching machine or program that

provides the pupil with "knowledge of results."

GAIN SCOREScore on post-test minus score on pre-test.

LINEAR PROGRAMA program that has a single, predetermined sequence of steps. Error
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responses are not corrected or immediately repeated.

PACEThe rate at which the subject is permitted to work through the programed material.

(The pace may be determined by the learner or by a pacer.)

PEER TUTOR MATERIALA teaching aid technique that enables a student to function as a

controlled tutor. The student's input, output, and response evaluation are regulated

by a prepared script.

REINFORCEMENTThe pre erred consequence the student is allowed to perform after

completing a task.

RESPONSE MODEThe kind of response the pupil makes while working on a program.

Examples: constructed response or multiple-choice response.

Examples of Programing Format

The following pages are reproduced from actual pages taken from different programs.

Frame format and presentation of frames may vary from program to program depending upon

the particular subject progran*cl.,..



6 - 8
These Introductory Frames, pages mod and min, must be taken before the student begins any of this course

A
If your answer to a question is a single word, you will see a single

line like this:

George Washington was the first President of the United

States

Fn
111111111111111111111111 MI11111111111111111

If your answer is two or more specific words, you will see two or more

lines like this:

There are 50 states in the

'' United States

If your answer is to be given in your own words, you will see a broken

1

line like this:

LWhat did George Washington chop down?
61,

a cherry tree

When your answer should be a number, symbol, or letter (or collection of

numbers, symbols, and letters as in an equation) you will, see three

asterisks like this: ***. The number coming before 10 is ***.

If you should give two or more answers consisting of numbers, symbols,

or letters, you will see two or more sets of asterisks.

14. 1 *** - 1 al ***
11.1.111111.111111==,

%owl

XXX i PlkiNVIU IN 111 lo I



In a multiple choice question the possible answers are often shown as a series of items

separated by slashes.

George Washington was the (lst/2nd/3rd) President of the United States.

G In some multiple choice questions the possible answers are listed ass

A. . B. C. D.
am 4=0MM ONO 011.11111

111111111M
OWN= OMR Imo

You are asked which answer is correct. (There may be more than one. )
The capital of the United States is:
A. New York City. B. Washington, D.C. C. Albuquerque. D. Paris.

B. Washington, D.C.

H Some frames will list the answers ass
A. B. C. both D. neither

woo am MEN am 111.anina OM I in

For example, 6 divided by 3 may be written:
A. 3 jr 13. 6 + 3 C. both D. neither
Since A and B are both correct, you should write C or both for your answer.

Some questions are test questions. The answer is not given but the word "TEST"

Is written in.

Who is President of the United States now?

You are now ready to start Introduction to Modern Mathematics. Good Luck.

POMO ILI DI INV V I A 111141110 1M
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2173. On figure 203 we next draw the line AD

2174. Al) will be to the lino /ft. perpendicular

2175. Compare your completed construction on figure 203 with

that of figure 205. Is your construction essentially correct! An-

tiwar yes or no.

2178. Next with your ruler draw as dotted lines AB and AC.

If your construction on figure 203 is correct you may use figure

203otherwise use figure 205. We know that AB and AC are

2177, We know that AB and AO are equal since they are

of the same circle.

2178. On the same figure draw the lines BD and BC as dotted

lines. We know that BD=__--__, since they are radii of the two

fmual circles with centers at B and C.

I I'
. .11 I

217% Now consider the line segment BO. The points A and D :

a. 'itch from the endpoints of that lino

kient. 11'

2180. Two points each equidistant from the endpoints of a

line segment determine the
of that line segment.

2181. On figure 206 we see a triangle, d

2182. The word "altitude" means height. An altitude of a

triangle is the distance from a vertex to the opposite side. An

altitude of 6PQR on figure 206 would be the distance from the

point P to the line

equal

radii

OD

equidistant

perpendicular bisector

PQR

QR

2183. The altitude from the point P to the line QR is a line 'Po

through (let.) and (ird.) to the perpendicular

line QR.

Plane Geometry
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On fig ire 206 let us construct the perpendicular from

lite point P to tin) line QR. You may need to extend the line QR.

We -tend QI: by placing the ruler with its along the

e".littat and then drawing a dotted line to the left of the point Q.

2105. We next draw a whose center is P and which

meets the line QR in two points which we will call I and Y.

edge (or synonym)

circle

2186. We now draw arcs of two circles with the same radius X,

whose centers are the points and .
7

! i

I I 1

I

2107. Let these two circles intersect at the point S. Wo draw PS

the line_...._..__.

2188. We do not need to draw the entire circles. We need only

draw the of the circles near where the intersection takes

place.

arcs

, ,

2189. Let be the point where PS meets the line" QR. PA is 1 altitude

called an of the triangle PQR. ;' ." , '

--- 2190. The side of a triangle to which an altitude is drawn is

called the base of the altitude. The altitude and the base meet at

angles.

2191. We may also draw an altitude from the vertex R to the

side

2192. The altitude from the vertex R to the side PQ will be

to the side PQ.

2193. (hi figure 206 let us construct the altitude from the point

It to the side PQ. We first extend PQ by placing the ruler with

itm .- along PQ and then drawing a dotted line in both di-

rections.

2194. We next draw a circle whose center is .... and which

meets the line PQ in two points, say F and 0. . 0

DNorm Geometry

right

PQ

perpendicular

edge

F.
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est

.'hishiest .1

106 We can 'add the ending est to the word high.

highest

We can make. the word bilk

1111111111111111111101111MiellIIIIINIIIMIa,
'

rigns

31. . John had more than two test marks. They

were 75, 64, 87, and 98.

His lat....rj mark was

I

I

O

11111111111111MOMPISSIMIMMIIIMMINIONIMININIMIIMI

"

I

52e ta Which is
I I ., "i

I. 11

.1 60 /. 9 .4
I

190
a; I

, winter or summer?
ti .,I



'short.= j

11. The wOlid hirli can grow. Mak is a
Word.

I. est

or
Fr lowest

64

32. The mark that was most low or
was 64.

er
winter

;

53. WhicA

l

a year, a week, or a day?

.
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Chapter Two

109. What do you think? (Only one question can be answered "yes.")
sNownAt I. has two parts: SNOW and nALL.

Is SNOW a prefix? (yes or no)
IIALL a suffix? (yes or no)

Are SNOW aI11I BALL both roots? . (yes or no)

i lei. > together

iMINI1{4111.

111. > tonspounds

011111*

112. ) words or root wogls or roots

1011111i.

113. > no (It btu a suffix$

110. cost. "together" and mum) :=1: "put." A compound word,
therefore, is one that has been "put

111. A compound word is a word made up of two wordy.
The word nALLBoom is made up of two root words, BALL and Room,

'so
BALLROOM is a word.

.111111001MIMM110

112. The word sNownALL is a compound word. Both SNOW and BALL arc

II.M1IIIIMOMI.N.MIIIMMIMaM=IMIIml.

II& The word SKYSCRAPER 15 made up of two words. SKY is a word and
SCRAPER is a word. SKY is a root word. Is SCRAPER a root word?

11.1. > two 114. We will save the label COMPOUND WORD for one kind of word. A word
that has only a prefix and a root is not a compound word. A word
that has only a root and a suffix is not a compound word. To be a
compound word, a word must be made up of ,words.

(how many?)

115. > is not
is not

115. trarrxrr has a prefix and a root, so it Pis, is not) a compound word.
MANUAL basil root and a suffix, so it [is, is not) a compound word.

116, > roots

4.1.41101110.10.1%.

116. A compound word is built by putting two words together. A
compound root is built by putting two s together.

117. ) compound

e-7111=111111111110110011

117: The word MANUSCRIPT has two roots. MANI/ is a root and mune is
a root. So MANUSCRIPT has a r root.

118. > roots or words

Oa"

118. A compound word cannot be a root word, because it has two parts.
A root word is a word, such as TrAcit. that cannot be taken apart.
But a compound word like SNOWBALL can be taken apart into two

INIMMI.P1.11.1.111106.

1 IV can

U
119. A compound root cannot be called a root, because it has two parts.

A root is a unit, such as MANY, that cannot be taken apart any further.
MANUSCRIPT is not a root word because we ffatt, cannot] take it apart.
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129.1 does not
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120. A root of P word [does, does not] have to be a word by itself
(without prefix or a suffix).

121.1 is not (ft is not a word.)

.
.

121. The word MANUSCRIPT has two roots. One of the roots is never a
wind by itself. The root MANU, meaning "hand," Es, is no] a toot
word. t

.

122. ) no .

0 pinnu
.

0 t*o
0 five .

. .

122. I.00k at the word UNMANUFACTURED.
It has a prefix, ..

It has a root, . It has another root, PACT.
it has a su UR., It has another suffix, F.D.
Ilow many roots does it have?
How many parts does it have?

I 1

i k 23 root
. ; ,

,

1

.
I
'

1 .

123. A compound word is made up of two words. A compound root is
made up of two roots. The word MANUSCRIPT, therefore, has a
compound .

.......

124. 0 two roots .

. 124, The word tiNmANurisortiREn has five parts. Two of these parts,
MANU and FACT, are roots. Although it has parts that arc not roots,
We compoundStill say it has a root because it has

,

. (how many?)
(what?)

123. 0 is not (le can be taken
apart.)

0 does not (It has one root.)
0 is not (It is not a word.)

123. SWIM is the root of ANSWER. AN is a prefix.
ANSWER [is, is not] a root word.
ANSWER [does, does not] have a compound root.
SWER [is, is not] a root word.

126. is
0 is
0 is not (MANU is not a word.)

126. MANUSCRIPT has a compound root. MANU ffs, is 1101 a root. SCRIPT
Es, is not} a root. MANUSCRIPT E, is II0 a compound word.

.

.

a

127. 0 is (It is a root mid a word.)
0 is (It is made up of iwo

words.)
0 is not (It has a suffix, ,

which has to come off before
it becomes a root word.)

.--,-- ........11111011.111i. 6. _e.

127. swam is a root of IIROOMSTICKS. STICK is a root.
BROOM (is, is not] a root word.
Roomsrms [is, is not] a compound word.
sums [is, is not] a root word.

.

. MO miNIMIIIMMINM e.s

You have now completed Chapter Two

2$
4

amossollomismer..,8 to ailoolminkm11001103111011041111611momiemholomm rod.

s
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APPLICATION OF PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION

Enlarging the Teacher's Scope

The introduction of programed learning into the classroom changes the role of

the teacher but does not change his goals. He is still a teacher. The purpose of the

mathematician in today's complex society is much the same as it was before the invention

of the abacus, the adding machine, the calculator, and the computer. It is impossible

to compare the efficiency of the mathematician of yesterday with the mathematician of

today. The quality, standards, and efficiency of the mathematician have changed. Un-

doubtedly, machines have replaced mathematicians. However, they are not an extinct

breed .and never will be.

It has been demonstrated that a man using an abacus competing against a man using

a calculator can solve a limited class of problems in the same amount of time. Why is it

then that we use the calculator instead of the abacus, when the calculator is so many times

more expensive? The answer is simple. It is easier and less expensive to train a man to

run a calculator than it is to train him to operate an abacus.

The goals of the housewife of 1900 have not changed in 1965. If anything, the

goals of the 1965 housewife have been extended; she is more efficient in keeping house than

ever before. The fact that she subscribes to a diaper service does not mean that she loves

her child any less. The fact that she has running water in the kitchen does not mean she

loves her husband any less because she does not have to go out and get water from the stream

or the well.

Many efforts are being made today to make the teacher more efficient. The concern
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that many classroom teachers have about automation in the classroom is highly predict-.

able. The role of the teacher will change. He will be able to manage a classroom with

an efficiency that is unheard of even today. He will become an experimenter, an inventor,

and a highly specialized person who will create a specifiable technology to train other

teachers. He will invent a technology for teaching so keen that the words "slow learner"

will remain in our language only as an historical oddity.

With the use of programed instruction in the classroom, the teacher will be able to

spend more time teaching and less time in time-consuming tasks such as roll keeping and

handling discipline problems. Here are a few things the teacher will be able to do in the

programed instructional system. The teacher will have a student take roll for him. This

will be a high probability behavior for the student, a preferred behavior. (See Motivation

section of this Manual.) Not taking roll saves the teacher approximately seven minutes of

class time. The teacher will spend more time with the Diagnostic Profiles and work assign-

ments for the current day and the following day, and he will be able to plan farther and

more efficiently in advance. The teacher will also be able to spend more time giving in-

dividual attention to students. If a student is unable to make the discriminations required

in a given section, the teacher will 1) work with the student on that particular part of the

program or 2) will assign a student who has tested very high in this particular subject to

work with the student having trouble.

The teacher will also be able to spend more time grading progress checks and

marking the grades in the grade book. If students have any deficiencies in areas that are

not covered by programs, the teacher will have more time to spend helping the students

learn these areas.
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By eliminating most of the trivial tasks, the teacher can keep in constant touch

with each of the students and will know how each student is progressing. When students

need extra help, the teacher will have the time to give the individualized attention

needed.

Selection and Training of Teacher Aides

The teacher may select teacher aides to assist him in the administration of the

system.

How to Select Teacher Aides

What factors make a student a good teacher aide? In order to initiate students

into the role of a teacher aide, the teacher should look for:

1) Leadership qualities. Students tend to follow instructions from a natural

student leader almost as readily as they follow instructions from a teacher; however, as the

system becomes well established, the need for innate leadership diminshes.

2) High level performers. An important consideration in selecting teacher aides

is to attempt to select those who can keep ahead of the rest of the students in the class,

or at least stay even with the average by working part time. Since any duties will prevent

the aide from using the full instructional period, this is a necessity.

3) Motivational factors. It has often been noted that being given the opportunity

to play the teacher role is a motivating activity for many students. The formal teacher

aide system provides such an opportunity. To determine if, in fact, the role of teacher aide
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is a preferred consequence, the teacher may talk to the student about the possibilities

of using him in this capacity. If the student indicates he might like to try it, the

teacher should make learning how to perform the duty one of the preferred consequences in

the student's contract. If the student continues to show interest, the preferred consequence

can become the actual performance of teacher aide duties. The teacher can modify the

student's contract so that the administration of progress checks might continue for one hour

or more

The considerations of motivation nullify to an extent the necessity of the first two

requirements for a teacher aide. A highly motivated teacher aide can learn to perform his

duties adequately even if he is not a "born" leader. Since acting as a teacher aide is con-

tingent on completing his assigned tasks, many students will work much harder than under

ordinary circumstances.

4) Teacher aide duties. Whether teacher aides are taught one specialized task

or taught all the tasks necessary to be a teacher substitute should be left to the teacher.

The duties vary. The student could be trained to distribute, correct, and record

progress check scores in the record book, or his job could be as menial as passing out pro-

grams, paper, pencils, and masks.

How to Train Teacher Aides
IMS111111

The most important consideration in training teacher aides is the gradual increase

in responsibility for administrative tasks. Only a few students should be trained at any

one time. The first administrative duty to be learned is the distribution of progress checks.

When the student can perform this duty adequately, he can be promoted to the second duty
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of material distribution.

Each aide can learn to function in all phases of program administration or,

alternatively, a teacher aide may only be responsible for one specific administrative

duty.

Necessity of Diagnostic Profile

A requirement prior to introducing programed instruction in the classroom is the

pre-testing of all students, using an accepted, standardized achievement test. There are

two main reasons for doing this.

1) The pre-test will provide a base line from which the improvement of

each student can be measured.

2) The test will serve as a diagnostic tool to help the teacher pinpoint

each student's specific problems.

Although the teacher may have a general feeling about each student in the class,

the pre-testing will provide him with an exact record from which he can work.

Making the Diagnostic Profile

After the tests have been graded, the teacher can begin making a file on each of

the students. This file need not be elaborate or complicated, but a simple statement of

facts about each student. The teacher should list the weak subjects for each student; for

example, punctuation, decimal fractions, common fractions, and so forth. Under these

topic headings, the teacher may also make notes. Under fractions he might write, "This
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student has trouble with addition and subtraction of fractions because he does not under-

stand common denominators." Another note under the topic of fractions might be, "The

student does fine in fractions but he does not understand how to reduce fractions to the

lowest terms." Another student's record might read, "Weak in fractions only because he

gets in trouble when he works with mixed numbers."

Also on this record sheet, the teacher should list the strong points that the student

has. For example, a student who is poor in arithmetic may be doing very well in punctua-

tion. This gives an idea of which students may be used as teacher aides to help students

who are weak in punctuation.

Study the example below.

Punctuation y comma fault
Decimals -- decimal fractions
Fractions -- common denominators; mixed numbers

SRA level green
Practice Sheets
Spelling Wilson's
Strengths: music, algebra, and biology

Using the system of Diagnostic Profiles assures the teacher that he is not assigning

unnecessary work to a student, assignments in which the student does not necessarily need

practice. In this way, the student can make the best use of his time working on programs

that are necessary for him specifically.

There is no reason that the teacher cannot discuss the diagnostic profile with the

student and show him his weaknesses. We recommend that the teacher also point out the

student's strengths. The profile record may be given to the student to keep in his own

personal student reference book.
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Physical Arrangement of Classroom

Any conventional classroom can be used to administer programed instruction.

Modifications to the regular classroom are few and simple. At most, they require re-

arrangement of desks and provision of specific areas for individual instruction, group

instruction, and activities. This rearranging will become easier to understand once the

teacher becomes more familiar with the procedures and materials to be used. There is

no need to begin modifying the classroom on the first day of using programed instruction,

because it is easier to do while the new system of instruction is being practiced. It is

best, however, to formulate a room plan toward which to work.

The classroom should be designed to allow rapid movement throughout the room.

The location of desks, storage racks, games, and areas for physical activity should be

cleariy designated. Under these arrangements, each student performs his activity in a

well-defined area.

There should be one or two students per desk with enough room to conduct an

activity designed for two students. Extra supplies, pencils, and paper should be kept in

a cabinet with other materials.

Storage cabinets should be constructed with several compartments for the different

materials. Each compartment should be labeled to facilitate the management of the

materials.

The game and physical activity areas should not become the focal point for students

who are engaged in study sessions. The area for this activity should be in the back of the

room.

The room plan on the following page is a suggested arrangement of a classroom

utilizing programed instruction.
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Efficient Distribution of Learning Materials

Teaching machines are not vital for the introduction of individualized instruction

in the classroom. They are bulky and, in most cases, not as efficient or as inexpensive

as programed textbooks.

The materials which are to be used include:

1) Programs (there are two modes):

a. individual texts (both necessary and preferred)

b. group texts

2) Supplemental Materials:

a. Student Reference Books

b. Progress Checks (course pre- and post-tests and unit pre- and post-tests)

c. Diagnostic Profiles

d. Progress Charts

Material must be kept in the classroom so that each student has access to it. Reading

material in book form is kept on bookshelves. Programed material can be kept on book-

shelves or in a cabinet. These shelves must be conspicuously marked so that the student can

go directly to the material he is to do on any given day. The following figure shows how

these shelves could be marked.
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READINGREADING/ READINGIE

Material must not be arranged randomly but should be in logical order. As a

student finishes a program and moves to the next, he must be able to find the material

he needs. Note that in the above figure, Reading I is followed by Reading II, and so

forth.

Although students should have free access to the shelves, material should be

supervised by the teacher or by a teacher aide. The aide should keep an inventory of

programs and make sure that each program is returned at the end of the period.

Students will return their programs to the appropriate shelf at the end of the period«

This will reduce the amount of work the teacher or the aide has to do to maintain the

shelves.

A general storage area should be designated outside of the classroom. In this

storage area, extra copies of all programs can be kept, and programs may be stored prior

to the time they will be needed in the classroom. Programs which have been completed

can be transferred from the shelves in the classroom to the general storage area. For

example, if all students have completed Addition and Subtraction by the end of the first
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week, these programs can be moved to the general storage area. This will make more

room on the shelves to store the new materials as they are brought in.

How to Initiate Programed Instruction in the Classroom

The task of initiating programed instruction into a classroom is not simple. It

should not be introduced on a whim, but only through a carefully thought-out plan.

While obtaining the proper materials is of prime importance, there are several

things which should be accomplished before a teacher can consider what materials are

necessary.

1) The Diagnostic Test, which acts as a base line, should be given

all students.

2) The profile of each student's weaknesses and strengths should be

drawn up.

3) Potential students should be chosen to act as teacher aides.

After these things have been accomplished, the teacher can then determine what materials

will be necessary.

The materials which he chooses should be dictated by the type of deficiences shown

in each student's profile. If one or more students has a weakness in fractions, some sort of

fractions program should be secured. If one or more students has a weakness in decimals,

then a decimals program should be secured. In addition to the programs which are essential

to treat student weaknesses (necessary programs), there are also preferred programs.

A preferred program does not address itself to remedying an existing weakness but
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provides a source of enrichment and is used as a preferred consequence. Briefly, a

preferred program is any program which a student would voluntarily ask to go through.

In order to determine which materials are actually the best, the teacher should

write the various programing organizations, asking for information on their programs.

From an inspection of the type of gain score, inspection of the population on which the

program has been standardized, and inspection of the progrm, the teacher can probably

determine which programs will be most effective with his students. After the teacher has

determined which programs to purchase, he orders the number of programs he thinks he

will need. Generally, three or four programs of any specific type will be enough for a

class as large as fifteen to twenty. In this way, while students A, B, and C are going

through fractions, students D, E, and F can be going through decimals. At the end of a

period of time, these individuals can change programs. Meanwhile, the other students

in the class can be going through a similar rotation system.

After the materials have been obtained, the teacher should concentrate on building

the Color Card Task and Preferred Consequence file. After the Color Card Task and

Preferred Consequence file has been established, the teacher then makes preparations to

bring programed instruction into the classroom. Contracts are prepared for the students,

materials are assembled, and a date on which the program will start is adopted. On that

day, the students are given a short lecture on contingency management and performance

scheduling; they are told what to expect. After this short lecture, the programs and con-

tracts are passed out to the appropriate students, and programed instruction is ready for

use in the classroom. (The following section, Motivation, contains information about

contracts, contingency management, and suggested files to help the teacher.)
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After the system has been introduced and is in actual practice, the physical

movement of the class is under the control of the contract and under the supervision of

the teacher. For instance, a student is only allowed to get a drink of water if his

contingency contract allows him to. The teacher sees that each student follows his

contract. A student should be allowed to go to the lavatory or sharpen his pencil only

if he receives permission from the teacher.
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MOTIVATION

Importance of Controlling Motivation

Motivation is one of the most important factors in human learning. We know that

socio-economic class, the existence of life goals, cultural factors, family influences,

and peer group influences all jointly affect the individual. Certainly these general, ab-

stract considerations are important in the motivation of people. But when we are interested

in cn individual's motivation, we must concern ourselves with immediate, concrete factors.

It is true that the typist would not be in the office unless she anticipated a pay

check at the end of the week, but the immediate goal of finishing a letter has more affect

on her immediate behavior than does the pay check. Although long-term goals are impor-

tant, behavior is most affected by immediate consequences.

All action has consequences. We may divide these consequences into preferred

and nonpreferred events. The occurrence of preferred consequences acts to make the

behavior which led to it more likely to occur on future occasions. Completing the letter

a preferred consequenceacts to make the previous behavior, typing, more likely.

Behavioral psychologists have termed such events "reinforcements, " and have extensively

studied the effects of reinforcement in simple situations. Now we are taking this funda-

mental phenomenon in learning and systematically applying it to everyday experience.

Motivation, then, primarily involves a specific, immediate goal that we have

referred to as the preferred consequence. In order to obtain the preferred consequence,

there is a certain response which must be adequately performed. We might diagram it

this way.
behavior przferred consequence
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In such an arrangement, if the behavior does not occur, then the preferred consequence

the goalwill not occur. We say that the preferred consequence depends upon or is

contingent on the performance of the task behavior.

Everyone is familiar with such contingencies. We have all been exposed to them

since childhood. "Clean up your room, then you can go out and play" is a familiar example.

The preferred consequence here is to go out and play. The preferred consequence is contin-

gent upon the adequate performance of the task of cleaning up the room. "Get ready for

bed and then I'll read to you" is another familiar example. Task first,. then preferred conse-

quence.

As these simple examples clearly show, there is nothing new or startling about the

principles of motivation set forth here. The examples show that there is nothing complicated

about them. They are easy to understand. The only difficulty is in taking them seriously

enough to apply them systematically.

To convince oneself that this is not always done, one need only return to the two

previous examples. With sufficient experience in these areas, many instances of what

might be called "reverse contingencies" can be detected. "You can go out and play for

awhile, then you've got to clean up your room" clearly is a violation of the rules of

motivation. The preferred activity is permitted to come before the task, exactly the reverse

of what should be the case. Or in the other example, who has not heard (or even partici-

pated in arranging) reverse contingencies like this: "All right, I'll read one more story,

then you've lotto get ready for bed." Again, the order of activities is exactly the reverse

of what it should be.
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To sum up, the two laws of motivating a task are:

1) There must be a clearly observable immediate preferred consequence.

2) There must be a true continpency. That is, unless the task is completed,

there can be no way to achieve the preferred consequence.

The problem in the classroom becomes the selection of preferred consequences and

arranging them so they only occur after the assigned task has been completed.

The following list includes a few possible reinforcing consequences.

List of a Few Possible Preferred Consequences

MACHINE MANIPULATION PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
Tape recorder Exercise

Stop watch Punning
Stapler and other office equipment ;sometrics
Other educational equipment

POINTS - GRAPHS - CUMULATIVE RECORDER
RESPONSE MODE VARIATION Progress Notebook

Writing
Thinking answers on alternate PROGRESS CHECKS

units Written
Working out loud with a partner Oral

CHANGE IN ACTIVITY AND
LOCATION Looking through picture books

Go outside
Rest room GAMES
(Work area session) Tic-tac-toe
Physical education Dots

Leaving for home Hangman
Card games, and so forth

LIBRARY BROWSING

OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIAL BREAKS

Algebra Get coffee, tea, milk, candy, and so forth
Language Smoking

Science Music (listening to radio or tape)



CONTROLLED DISCUSSION OF
THE TASK

With peer
With teacher

DISCUSSION (PERSONAL INTERESTS)

Guidance
Talk about self
Talking to a peer
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ACTING AS TEACHER AIDE
Sharpening pencils
Blackboard erasing
Passing out programs
Giving instruction

Contingency Management

There are three ways in which activities in a classroom can be scheduled.

1) Schedules can be arranged according to the passage of time'. We

will call this temporal scheduling.

2) Schedules can be dependent upon the completion tasks. We will

call this performance scheduling.

3) Schedules can depend on a combination of temporal and performance

factors. We will call this combination scheduling.

Temporal Schedules

The traditional way of managing a classroom relies almost solely on temporal

scheduling. In the typical 50-minute period, the only response a student must make to

be reinforced is the waiting response. It makes no difference what the student does or

does not do, because at the end of 50 minutes class is over.

Performance Schedules

With the individualized instruction which programed learning makes possible, the
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opportunity for performance scheduling should not be ignored. The completion of a

given amount of material and a good performance on a test based on the material can

be easily demanded as a prerequisite for some reinforcing activity.

Combination Temporal-Performance Schedules

For our purposes, the combination of performance and temporal scheduling is the

best. It can easily turn into a high-rate schedule. By requiring a specific amount in a

specific period, you have actually improved the control conditions. Presumably, requiring

a student to do 10 pages of algebra would be reinforced if the student took 10 minutes, one

hour, or all day. However, requiring 10 pages of algebra in 10 minutesotherwise no re-

inforcement followsputs pressure on the student to work harder and faster than he normally

would have had to work.

Performance scheduling requires some extra effort, but is, in the long run, a time-

saving device. This is true because of the effects of increased motivation that have a

positive effect on both morale and performance rate.

Another important effect of performance scheduling is the elimination of undesirable

work habits. When temporal scheduling alone is used, the termination of the period may

coincide with and thus reinforce behavior incompatible with the behavior desired. The

stucliaomay be daydreaming when the period ends, for example. With performance sched-
xt.

tiling, this cannot happen. The last thing the student does has to be the specified task, and

thus the behavior reinforcement follows.

There are other more subtle ways to avoid tasks which are on a temporal schedule.
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For example, many students have substituted learning to control the behavior of their

teachers for controlling their own learning behavior. Typically, "reinforcing the

teacher" has little to do with academic achievement; it is usually incompatible with

such behavior.

Suppose a student is having difficulty in solving the problem, "Two fish plus

three fish is ." The teacher or volunteer comes to assist him. If the student

is aware of the teacher's interest in fishing, or if he wants to take a calculated risk, he

might say, "You know, a funny thing happened to me while I was fishing the other day."

Soon both teacher and student are engaged in a mutually enjoyable discussion. Conver-

sation is not an undesirable behavior itself. However, it is incompatible with doing the

job assigned.

Another method students use successfully in manipulating teacher behavior is to

be mildly annoying. This student bangs his pencil on the desk until the teacher says,

"Quit that, John." A pencil banged on a table cannot be used to write answers in a

program.

Training instructors not to reinforce these kinds of responses is difficult and highly

impractical. In our experience, even experts in behavioral control sometimes find it al-

most impossible not to reinforce inappropriate behavior.

Undesirable behaviors of the student can be eliminated through performance-

contingent scheduling.
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The Contingency Contract

The contract concept is one of the most important foundations of our social sys-

tem. Suppose that a pr'spective client comes to an architect and asks him to draw up

some plans. They enter a mutual agreement or contract. The architect is to draw up

plans for a building. The client is to pay money for this If everything goes all right

the plans suit the client, the fee suits the architect, and the building is constructed

both the architect and his client have lived up to the terms of their contract.

Traditionally, the schoolroom only vaguely approximates this kind of an arrange-

ment. Most of the students are working to avoid aversive consequences rather than to

earn some positive payoff. This is clearly revealed at test-taking time. The students

are not eager because the reward of a high grade is in the offing. Far from it. They

are anxious (sometimes pitifully so) because they may get a low grade.

The effects of this system of motivating students can clearly be seen. The number

of school dropouts and the number of students who hate school are testimonials to its

aversiveness.

The system of instruction described here uses the contract method of assigning

tasks in the classroom. Of course, it is neither practical nor particularly advisable to

pay for the fulfillment of a task assignment with money. But there are other means. These

are the awarding of points or "merits" of some kind which can be used to buy special

privileges, diplomas, badges, and so forth. But there is another class of payments for

the fulfillment of a contract. This is the opportunity to engage in preferred activities.

Every teacher can think of many different activities in which all students like to

engage. Lunch, recess, and going home, to mention only a few, are appealing to most
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students. The opportunity to engage in these activities traditionally depended only

upon whether the hands on a clock moved a given distance. In the modem concept

of the contingency contract, they are permitted to occur immediately after a contract

of some sort has been fulfilled. For example, the teacher, noting that it is close to

lunchtime, can say, "Here are five arithmetic problems. After you have worked them

all correctly, you may leave for lunch."

The contingency contract is necessary not only to create motivation but to

strengthen the experience of fulfilling the terms of the contract. In the world of adult

work, the employee has a job to perform, and the employer has the responsibility of

paying for that job. Students must learn that, in order to receive what they want in

the real world, they must perform some desired action. The contingency contract is

a statement agreed to by both parties. It simulates the real-life situation wherein an

employee must fulfill a contractual obligation to the employer. The teacher normally

does not demand such action, nor does the teacher systematically reward performance.

The schoolroom situation is rarely placed on a business-like basis. The teacher is not

aware of the reinforcers available. On the other hand, the successful employer is

keenly aware of how money, promotion, and so on effectively motivate the performance

of his employees.

The contingency contract takes into account the unique characteristics of each

student, and thus goes farther than other techniques in meeting the needs and aspirations

of each student.
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Contract Preparation

The teacher preparing a contingency contract should become familiar with the

student in order to determine what responses are preferred consequences to him. These

may be listed. In addition, the student's task assignments should also be listed, and

these lists combined. For example, if Algebra, English, and Spanish are tasks, and

Fractions, Breaks, and Reading are reinforcing responses, the following lists would

result.

Tasks Preferred Consequences

Algebra Fractions

Eng I ish Breaks

Spanish Reading

Task responses are on a ratio schedule, that is, a prescribed amount of behavior

must be completed before the preferred consequence can be engaged in. Consequent

activities are controlled on an interval basis; these are timed. The resulting schedule

would look something like this.

Tasks

4 pages of Algebra

5 pages of English

3 pages on Spanish

Preferred Comsuences

10 minutes on Fractions

5 minutes on Breaks

10 minutes on Reading

There are three problems that must be worked out for a satisfactory operation of

the system. These are:

1) the selection of the preferred consequences,

2) the arrangement of the contract in the allotted times in a school situation,

and



3) the administration of the contract.

The first problem can be solved by observing ongoing behavior to see what is

momentarily a preferred consequence, and by observing what the student generally

"likes" to do.

The actual preparation of the contract can be done by the teacher or by teacher

aides. There must be a new contract prepared each day. There are two ways to prepare

a contract. The first is a serial listing of tusks and consequent activities.

5 pages of Algebra

10 minutes of Fractions

4 pages of Spanish

5 minute break

3 pages of Spelling

5 pages of Spanish

10 minutes of Reading

3 pages of Algebra

Movie (If you finish before movie time, go to gym.)

Note: Two task responses (Spelling and Spanish in this instance) may be called for be-

fore a preferred consequence. We have found it best to keep the tusk required short on

the first contracts. As the student's response rate increases, we may add to the contract

gradually. For example, the first contract may call for only 3 pages of Algebra. In a

few days, the contract may call for 5 pages.

The second form of contract arrangement is probably the most efficient for class
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use. In this system a set of cards is prepared for each student. Some of these cards

list his tasks, others list his preferred consequences. The teacher then arranges the

student's consequence cards with his task cards in the prescribed manner. This schedule

varies from day to day, of course, depending on the tasks and what preferred activities

are available.

Such a contract may look !ike this.

Cut

%lb

it

NIEMMIIP

Al 5eLra

5 pairs

The following is a summary of steps in contingency contract preparation.

1) Make a list of reinforcing responses and tasks.

2) Task responses are put on ratio schedules (fixed number).

3) Reinforcing responses are put on interval schedules (timed).

4) Two ways to prepare contract:

a) a list

b) on separate 3 x 5 cards
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5) Refer to the List of a Few Possible Preferred Consequences.

6) Gradually lengthen the amount of task required.

If a student's contract is made up by using cards rather than a list, we have

found that colored cards are more efficient. The following pages give a step-by-step

procedure for preparing and using such a system.

Student Contract Index Card

In preparing a contract for a student, the teacher must first find which tasks the

student needs to work on and what that student's preferred consequences are. He does

this by pulling that student's Student Contract Index Card, which has been made up

from his diagnostic profile. 4

A Student Contract Index Card is a 5 x 8 card on which is listed the student's

name and a list of both tasks and preferred consequences. For example, a Student Con-

tract Index Card for Sally Jones might look like this.

Sally Jones

Algebra

English

Spelling

Tail<

Break

In Sally Jones' case, tasks for Sally are Algebra, English, and Spelling; these

tasks are indicated as tasks by a minus symbol. The preferred consequences which have

been scheduled for Sally on the preceding Student Contract Index Card are Talk and
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Break; these preferred consequences are indicated by a plus symbol.

Color Card Task and Preferred Consequence File

After looking at the Student Contract Index Card to see which tasks and pre-

ferred consequences are called for, the teacher goes to a file called the Color Card

Task and Preferred Consequence File.

A Color Card Task and Preferred Consequence File is a file of 3 x 5 cards which

are color coded to main subjects and preferred consequences. Behind the main subjects

are filed the subject breakdowns on the same colored card. For instance, consider

Mathematics as a main subject, color coded green. Filed behind a green divider en-

titled, "Mathematics, would be filed other green cards that would carry subjects such

as Addition, Subtraction, M & D (Multiplication and Division), Fractions, Decimals,

Algebra, Modern Math, and so on. If a main subject such as "Languages" were color

coded orange, then behind the orange "Language" divider would be filed subjects such

as Spanish, French, Russian, German, Hebrew, and so on, also on orange cards. If pre-

ferred consequences were to be coded on white cards, behind that main division would be

white cards on Break, Smoking, Talking, Games, Teacher Aide, and so on, including all

the activities that have proved to be preferred consequences for the students. The figure

on the following page illustrates such a file.

Many of these colored task and preferred consequence cards will be made up and

filed for each subject. All of the cards will carry the subject's name and a definite assign-

ment on them. For example, there might be 20 green cards filed under Fractions. Five

of these cards might have on them "Fractions, 1 page." Another five cards might have
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"Frac. mss, 5 pages, " and another five might have "Fractions, 10 pages, " and so on.

It is from this file that the student's contract is drawn. Therefore, the Student

Contract Index Card is taken to the Color Card and Preferred Consequence File, and

cards are pulled according to the index card. These colored cards are then arranged in

the order necessary to control that student's motivation.

The student's "contract" is very simply a group of these colored cards that make

up the schedule for that student for that day. The arrangement of the cards and the

assignments on the cards will vary from day to day, because a new contract will have to

be made each day to adjust task assignments and to utilize current preferred consequences

according to that student's performance and behavior patterns.

As the student completes the assignment specified on his first task card, he returns

his study material to its specified cabinet and drops his task card in the Color Card Task

and Preferred Consequence box to be filed later, probably by a teacher aide. He then

picks up the next card in his contract and follows the instructions on that card accomplish-

ing the assignment if a task card, or enjoying the activity if a preferred consequence card.

After that card's directions are accomplished, his study material is returned to its cabinet,

and that card also is pitched into the "To Be Filed" box of color cards. At the end of the

day, all of his colored cards will have ended up, one by one, in the Color Card Task and

Preferred Consequence box.

The student completes his day by turning in his Student Contract :ndex Card to that

box of returned cards, also to be filed later by the teacher or teacher aid.s.

The figure on the following page illustrates a possible table arronsement for re-

turning cards.
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Student Reference Book

It should be noted that materials for a Student Reference Book (SRB) are not

usually supplied with programed materials and must be made up by the teacher. In doing

this, the teacher will become familiar with the class as a wholethe program range in

which his class is engaged, the variety and popularity of preferred consequences in which

his class has expressed an initial interest, and the average level of achievement at which

his class stands. Also, the teacher will become more familiar with each student in his

class as he makes up the Student Reference Book for that student. He sees that student's

position in relation to that of the class in different academic subiects, and the particular

choices of preferred consequences of that student give the teacher a personality portrait

from which the teacher can operate.
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For the, student, keeping an SRB has proven to be more of a preferred consequence

than a task. He does his own filing in it; he plots his own progress on his chartshe

doesn't have to wait for report card time to find out "how he's doing."

The SRB is invaluable to the teacher for reference in checking the student's pro-

gress and achievements. With a quick glance, the teacher can see the past and current

achievements of the student, and his rate of progress.

A Student Reference Book is an ordinary binder that is used to hold information

and records useful to both the student and teacher. The notebook will be indexed for

easy and quick reference, since it will be used constantly by both student and teacher.

The following is a suggested index for an SRB.

DIAGNOSTIC PROFILE

This is the list of tasks and preferred consequences (with notes on each) made out

by the teacher fom the pre-testing prior to instituting the contract system. It is

from this list that the Student Contract Index Card is made.

CO NTRACT

This section is separated into subjects by colored dividers corresponding to the

Color Card Task and Preferred Consequence File. For instance, following the

previous color examples, the divider used for any of the "Mathematics" subjects

would be green.

A Progress Check Score Chart will be drawn up by the teacher for each subject

in the student's contract and should be a part of the notebook before it is handed

to the student. (Whether this score chart will be a graph on which the student

plots his grade or simply a sheet on which he enters his numerical percentage is
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determined by the teacher.) It is suggested that the Progress Check Score

aiike rtcv1 only to turn to the divider of that subject to note the progress.

Chart be affixed to the front of the divider so that the student and teacher

The student IMMEDIATELY enters the results upon completion of all progress

checks on the score chart. (This gives the student immediate reinforcement in

addition to providing an up-to-date reference.) After the scores have been

entered on the chart, all progress checks (Course Post-tests, Unit Post-tests,

Record of Accvracy on Test Frames, Exercise Sheets, and so on) will be filed

by the student behind that divider.

Introduction of the Contract in the Classroom,
IMO., ma 111=0,11W OMMIMINOIIMIIIMINIMIMIsT PROMO ONION

The first objective in introducing the contract into the classroom is to bring the

student under control of written instructions.
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A first approximation may be to write instructions on the board. For example,

the first direction could be, "Take program and turn to page 23." This might be

followed by, "Now turn to page 30, " or "Go *through the first four frames on page 1 of

the program." The next step is to explain to the students that they will, in the future,

receive similar instructions on cards. Since there will be a schedule of activities for

the studen: to perform, the student can go from one activity to the next.

The final steps involve passing out individual cards to each student in the class.

Once such card might carry the instruction, 'Work on your assigned program for 20

frames." Adding additional instructional cards soon brings the entire contract into the

classroom situai ion .

Control of the Contract

The teacher or teacher aide must control the contract. The student is given the

contract each day. He may at this time be allowed to indicate preferences for contingency

activities. The student's indicated preferences should be evaluated when the following

day's contract is being prepared. Under no circumstances, however, should the teacher

modify the contract for that day.

The teacher must control two factors involved in the contract.

1) He must determine if the student has fulfilled the terms of the contract, in both amount

of task completed and the adequacy of the student's performance. This is accomplished

through teacher-graded progress checks.

2) He must control the amount of time the students engage in their preferred activities.

The best approach is to use a form of the honor system. Each student is required to
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note the time at the beginning and end of his preferred activity and cautioned to try

to limit the times as specified on his contract. Minor infringements on time may be

overlooked, but excessive and consistent infringement will require overt action on

the part of the teacher.

Distribution of the Contract

Most instructors take a daily roll. This routine operation can be used to distribute

the contracts. The teacher should go to the class c few aeinutes early. In these few minutes

the teacher and any aides can distribute the prepared student contracts. Contracts can be

either centrally located or individually placed. If each student is to receive his own con-

tract, then in the few minutes before class, the teacher and aides can place the correct

contract on each student's desk or work area. When the student comes to class, he should

go directly to his work area, look at his contract, get his materials, and begin working.

If there are no assigned work areas for each student, the contracts may be centrally

located on a single table. Under these conditions, each student goes to the contract table

to determine his sequence of activities.
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EVALUATION

Use of Testing as a Reinforcing Measurement

Testing is an integral part of the learning process. However, traditional testing

is usually for the benefit of the teacher rather than the student. This need not be the

case. When the system of testing is designed to show the student the progress he has made

over a period of minutes rather than days, weeks, or longer intervals, tests can be used

to reinforce the student. If tests are used as a check on the student's progress rather than

a method of threatening the student, testing could soon become enjoyable rather than

threatening. The most critical features in making testing enjoyable are the intervals at

which the tests are given and the use of test information.

Due to the nature and construction of programed instruction, although learning is

easier, it is more difficult for the student to discriminate that he is learning anything.

For this reason many students become discouraged, and in many cases programs are left

on shelves never to be used again. However, since learning is accomplished, testing

serves as a reinforcing measure and proves to be a preferred consequence rather than a

task.

Diagnostic Tests

The diagnostic test covering one subject or many subjects is given before the

student begins his programed instruction. It should be explained to the student that this

test is for the purpose of diagnosing his strong and weak points, and that he will not be
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graded on the test. He should have access to the result of his test, and it should be

pointed out that he does not have a general weakness but that he is deficient in certain

specific operations.

The diagnostic test should be a standardized achievement test. There is no

"grade" in diagnostic testing, and it should not even be discussed with the student be-

cause it could be punishing, since the student has been oriented to the fact that grade

placement is important to the general educational community. The diagnostic test will

merely determine what material each particular student should work on. In programed

learning the student's goal is to learn one operation in mathematics instead of obtaining

a three-year's gain in mathematics; therefore, his goal becomes a short-range project

requiring a few hours rather than a long-range goal requiring several weeks or months.

Course Pre- and Post-tests

Some programed materials available today have a Course Pre- and Post-test.

Before a student begins a course, he takes the Course Pre-test. Although there i! a grade

given for the Pre-test, it will not be recorded on the report cards. The Course Pre-test

is only an index, or base line, from which the student can see the amount he has learned

by comparing the Pre-test and the Post-test. The Post-test is the same test as the Pre-test,

only it is given after the student has completed the course. The Post-test score minus the

Pre-test score equals the gain score, and this gain score shows the amount the student has
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learned from the course.

Unit Pre- and Post-tests

Some programed materials also have Unit Pre- and Post-tests. Programed in-

struction is usually divided into units, much like chapters in a regular textbook. The

student should be given the Pre-test before beginning each unit and the Post-test upon

completing the unit. If the student does not make at least 90 percent on the Post-test,

he should not be allowed to advance to the next unit. Instead he should review the

unit until he does reach the 90 percent criterion.

It should make no difference how many times a student has to go through the

unit once, twice, three tii;es the grade that counts is the student's final unit grade

of 90 percent or more. As long as the student reaches this criterion he has learned the

material, even if he has had to go through the material more than once. For his own

purposes, however, the teacher may wish to record the grades on each try as an indi-

cation of the difficulty that that particular unit caused the student.

Unit Pre- and Post-test Answer Sheets are usually provided in each program. The

teacher should collect these out of each book and control them himself.

Test Frames

Test frames are a printed-in part of the program itself. These are merely frames

built into the program that do not have the answers given. 'They are short tests to indicate

to the student whether or not he is learning the material, and at the same time they serve
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as an attempt to control cheating, since answers to test frames are not checked until

the unit is completed.

A chart can be made so that each student can have a personal record of his

correct percentage of test frames in a given unit. This chart will go in the student's

reference book.

Not all programs contain test frames. Included in the Modification section are

instructions on how to prepare student control measures if a program is used which does

not contain test frames.

Progress Checks

Experience has shown that progress checks are the most important part of the

evaluation system in programed instructional material. It has been pointed out that

progress checks are important to the student, because as its name suggests, they give

the student a chance to show himself that he is learningthat he is progressing.

Progress checks are necessary to the teacher, however, in evaluating the student's

progress. They are the tool which the teacher uses in measuring this progress.

Very simply, progress checks are any tests given on the material in the program.

Post-tests and test frames are progress checks. Also considered as progress checks are

the tests which are given every 40 to 50 frames. The student checks these answers him-

self. A low percentage of correct answers will indicate to the student that he hasn't

mastered that particular concept covered within the unit, and that he must review the

material included since the last progress check. To guard against the student's continuing

to study material for which.he is not sufficiently prepared, the teacher himself
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should grade every fourth or fifth progress check without announcing which checks the

student will not be grading.

Progress checks are often available with programed materials, but in many cases

the teacher will have to make them up himself. The Modification section of this Manual

shows how to make up Rogress checks if they are not included in the program or if non -

programed material is used.

Of all the evaluation material provided with programs, the progress checks given

every 40 to 50 frames especially should always be used. It is conceivable that the Course

or Unit Pre- and Post-tests and test frames would not be used, but we cannot over-emphasize

that these other progress checks should always be used.

Administration of Progress Checks

The student is signaled by frame markers or by reference to a list when he must

take a progress check. The progress checks can be passed out by the teacher, or they can

be placed on a "self-service" shelf. In the latter system, the student finds his progress

check on the same shelf as the programs. He may be allowed to get his progress check

himself, or they may be administered by a teacher's aide. The student gets the progress

check that tests the material he has just learned. If he has just finished Arithmetic, Unit

2, Section 3, he must get the progress check for Arithmetic, Unit 2, Section 3.

When the student has the correct progress check, he returns to his desk and answers

the questions on a separate piece of paper. He does not write on the progress check sheet

because it will be used again by other students. The student should be given instructions

to check his work twice, then to give his progress check answers to the teacher or teacher

aide.
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At the option of the teacher, the test is graded by the student, a teacher aide,

or the teacher himself. If the student has not completed the progress check satisfactorily,

he must do that section again. If he has worked his progress check satisfactorily, he is

allowed to engage in one of his preferred consequences.

Grading Progress Checks

As mentioned, there are two options in grading progress checks? the teacher

check and the self-check. In the first system, the teacher grades every progress check.

The administration of this system is quite simple. The student turns in every completed

progress check, and the teacher grades each ono. When using this system, it is important

that the progress checks are graded immediately so that the student has immediate conse-

quences for his responding.

The second, and most efficient system, is the self-check procedure. In this

system, the teacher grades one out of five of the student's progress checks. The other

four are graded by the student himself. The student may receive the grading key from the

teacher for this purpose. The student will learn that nothing will be gained by cheating

when he grades his own progress checks, since it will be pointed out that the student

won't know the material when the teacher grades his one-out-of-five progress checks.

Satisfactory performance on the progress check also signals completion of the

contingency contract so that the student may then execute his preferred consequences.
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Grading

Progress reports are periodic evaluations of the student's present achievement

level. In the past, educators have used a variety of ways to indicate achievement levels.

These include:

1) letters from the Arabic alphabet:

A = excellent, B = good, C = fair, D = barely passing, and F = failing;

2) or the variation:

E = excellent, S = satisfactory, and U = unsatisfactory;

3) and numerical percentages:

90% - 100% = excellent, 80% - 90% = good, 70% - 80% = fair, and

70% and below = failing.

Although "grade cards" are often criticized, there are many good reasons why

periodic evaluations should be made. Any individual likes to know how he is doing.

He needs to know how he is doing, however, because the more information the student

receives about his performance, the better he can evaluate his own abilities and change

his subsequent performance. All students can benefit from finding out about their

strengths and weaknesses if the information is coupled with positive suggestions for actions.

While grades are useful to the student to assess' himself, they are necessary for

others to assess the student. Often parents, friends, future employers, and other responsible

members of the community are eager to know how students are doing in school. Parents

are naturally pleased when their children have done well. Future employers or instructors

of advanced vocational training programs are vitally concerned with an individual's

abilities so they may place him in a job best suited to his capabilities.



The information is also necessary for evaluating the system. The teacher needs

this feedback to aid him in determining what he should emphasize, what he need not

emphasize, and what he has failed to teach.

The recommended form is a written progress report issued bi-weekly to each

student. In each area, the students receive a grade of excellent, good, or fair, based

on the average of their progress check scores.

Excellent = 90% - 100%

Good = 80% - 89%

Fair = 79% - and under

Using this system of progress report, no student receives a poor or failing grade. Students

will respond better to reinforcement than to punishment.
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MODIFICATION OF EXISTING MATERIALS

Altering Presentation of Provams Being Used

For various reasons, it is not always necessary for every student to go through

every section of a program. Under certain circumstances students should omit sections

of a program. The following are the major reasons for skipping or accelerating certain

students.

Ability of Student

Often it will appear that a given course is too easy for a student. This can be

seen by his excess rate of speed and by his doing near-perfect work on the progress

checks. Under such conditions he should be allowed to proceed as rapidly as he can.

To accomplish this, allow the able student to complete the unit with less work than

other students. This can be done by letting the student omit certain sections of the unit.

Some programs have paths designed for the more able students. Often these

accelerated paths only require the student to complete the last 30-40 percent of each

unit. Other paths require the student to take only the most important sections of the

program, which have been predetermined. Using the first requirement, if a unit of

200 frames had an accelerated path of frames 141-200, the student would skip frames

1-140 and go directly to frame 141. The second approach necessitates a list of the

important frames to be taken, such as 1-6, 7, 41-44, 108-125, 140160. Satisfactory

performance on the progress checks assures competence for the entire unit. If performance

on the progress check is not adequate, the student should redo the entire unit.
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Most published programs do not have accelerated paths, but there are alternate

methods of accelerating which may be used. One such method is to have the able

student respond to only the even numbered frames and allow him, if he wishes, to only

read the odd numbered frames. In most programs this will allow these students to gain

all the information in the unit while avoiding much of the redundant practice. Of

course adequate performance on the progress checks is necessary.

When the entering diagnostic tests show that a student has partial knowledge of

an area but needs skills strengthened, the student should review the material, using the

accelerated method as described above. This review allows the student to bring his

knowledge and skills as indicated by performance on progress checks up to criterion level

in as short a time as possible.

Prior Knowledge

Occasionally students already are familiar with some of the information offered

in a program. When this happens, students can be accelerated in the units or can omit

certain units.

Indication of the student's prior knowledge can be obtained from two main sources.

These are the diagnostic test and the student interview. If the diagnostic pre-test shows

that a student is strong in a given area, he may be allowed to skip the units or program

that cover that area. If the student says he knows the material, he can verify this by

taking the progress checks fcir the material. If he passes the progress checks, he can skip

the material. If he does not, he must do the material.
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Information Considered Unnecessary

Sometimes programs will contain units of material that cover information the

teacher evaluates as unnecessary or superfluous. These units may be deleted. However,

when the teacher finds unnecessary frames within a unit, it is not advisable to delete the

frames because of the confusion that generally results.

Adc...._19_ Progress Checks to Modify Existing Materials

Most currently available programed material is not constructed in such a way as

to meet individual instructional requirements. It would not be worthwhile for each teacher

to attempt to construct his own material, but it is feasible to modify existing programs.

Since time and budget considerations, in most cases, will not permit any major modification

of exiting materials, let us consider the most economical and worthwhile modification of

those materials on hand, that is, the addition of progress checks.

As explained in the Evaluation section of this Manual, progress checks are the most

important part of the evaluation system. They are short tests designed to find out whether

or not the student is absorbing and retaining the subject material he is studying in the

program. Progress checks are all the checks used in determining the progress of the student

in his learning process. These will vary in length from one frame, called a TEST FRAME, to

a comprehensive Course Pre- and Post-test.

In the early days of programed instruction, students frequently did not realize

that they had learned anything because the steps were so small and easy to take. This

sometimes led to cheating (looking at the confirmation before making the response) or
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skipping whole setions of material because "it looks dull." It became necessary to

control the student's responding and to let the student know he was learning. As the

name implies, progress checks are used to measure a student's progress-a-his learning is

turned into performance that can be measured quickly and objectively. Progress checks

not only measure the student's knowledge of content, they also Wye him a chance to use

his ability to utilize the principles taught in that section. In addition to evaluating

progress, progress checks are reinforcing to the student. Because they occur directly

after the learning, they permit the sludent to IMMEDIATELY demonswate his newly

learned skill, not only to his teacher but to himself. Therefore, when the teacher is

writing his own progress checks for material, he might remember that they can serve two

purposes--to measure progress and to reinforce the student.

In a reading or language program, or at the end of graded reading material,

progress checks are given. These progress checks are designed to test the student's com-

prehension of what he has read his knowledge of th specific contenta or his ability,
Unseal 1.011.0 IMININNONIMIN WiNft
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In content courses such as mathematics or science, the progress checks are placed

at the end of a unit of discriminations and indicate the student's !e2E2 abilities and

knowledge,. If, for example, the material the student has completed covers the facts

5 x 7 = 35 and 36 + 5 = 7, the progress checks will test his ability to make the appropriate

responses under a variety of conditions. The problems on these progress checks might be:
VOSIM11~111M11

35 + 7 =

7x5=
35+ =7

x7=35
11111111MMIMOINIMMINIMMIll
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Progress checks are most effective when they cover only a small amount of

material; there should be a progress check after each important concept is developed.

In a program, this means that progress checks should probably occur every 40 or 50

frames or less, certainly more often than the unit tests that may be available with

commercially available materials.

If the student is learning from graded reading material (as opposed to going

through a framed program), the progress checks should follow each segment, and the

number of checks will be dictated by the length and complexity of the selection. If

the selection is less than 400-600 words and the material is not complex, the progress

checks follow the selection. When the selection is longer, it is divided into segments

of approximately 400-600 words. Progress checks follow each segment and test the

important concepts covered in the segments.

Special types of external progress checks.

1) Course Pre- and Post-test

2) Unit Pre- and Post-test

In many programs there is a Course Pre- and Post-test. The student is given the

Pre-test before entering the program, and the Post-test upon completion of the program.

This gives both the student and the teacher an idea of how much the student actually

learned by going through the program. The teacher merely computes a gain score by

subtracting the Pre-test score from Post-test score. For example, a score of 8 right out

of 50 on the Pre-test and a score of 45 right out of 50 on the Post-test (same test) gives

the student a gain of 37. By going through the program the student acquired enough

information to answer 37 questions correctly.
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The Unit Pre- and Post-test check is designed upon the same assumptions, but

the questions only cover the material of one unit instead of the entire course.

How to Prepare Progress Checks

Try to obtain commercially available material that has adequate progress checks.

However, do not ignore good programed material simply because it does not have progress

checks. Budget and quality of material should dictate usage. Progress checks ccn be

simply prepared for the material.

Writing Progress Checks for Programed Material

In programed material, progress checks should follow after a significant behavior

has been developed. These should occur every 40 or 50 frames. There should be approxi-

mately three to five questions in the progress check, depending on the complexity of the

material covered. If the behaviors developed consist of a large number of discriminations,

either the number of frames between progress checks could be shortened or the number of

questions in the progress check increased to six or seven, or both. It is not desirable to

use more than seven items. When the material is comparatively simple, three to five

questions may suffice.

If the progress checks are to be indicators of performance, they must have content

validity. All the major discriminations covered in the frames should be represented. If

a series of frames covering operations involved in reducing fractions is to be checked,

questions asking the students to reduce fractions covering the range taught would be in

the progress check. An example is on the following page.
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Reduce these fractions.

2 3 4 6
76, TEr

The rules for writing progress checks for programed material are as follows:

1) Progress checks should be given approximately every 40 to 50 frames, depending on

the complexity of the material.

2) There should be three to five questions in each progress check, with a maximum of

seven questions when the number of discriminations in the section is large.

3) The questions in the progress check should test the major discriminations and operations

covered by the frames. The person writing the progress checks should go through the

frames to ascertain what is most important. Then the questions can be constructed.

Writing Pr ogress Checks for Nonprogramed Material

Some nonprogramed material can be used very effectively if progress checks are

written for the material. This is especially true of graded reading material.

The rules for progress checks apply here too. Progress checks should occur after

sufficient significant content is covered. The ratio of maierial to progress checks should

be kept short, even if the selections must be broken into segments. The number of

progress checks will, of course, then be dictated by the length of the reading selection.

The complexity of the segments being checked affects the size of the progress check. At

the lower levels, where the segments are fairly simple, three to five questions will

probably be sufficient. For advanced, complex material, as any as 10 to 15 questions

might be necessary.
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To compose progress checks for unprogramed material, read the material and

locate the major content points, then construct the questions from them. The progress

check questions should check factual information to indicate reading comprehension.

To prepare progress checks for nonprogramed material:

1) If the selection is long, divide it into segments.

2) Construct progress checks to come at the end of each segment.

3) Determine the number of questions in the progress check by examining the length and

complexity of the material. The range might be from three questions on very short,

simple readings to 10 or 15 on long, complex readings.

4) Make sure the questions in the progress checks cover the content of the reading selection,

and test for both factual information and reading comprehension.

Substitutes for Progress Checks

In the past there have been many techniques and devices to suppress cheating.

These techniques, like progress checks, attempted to control the student's behavior, but

generally without producing the desirable effects that progress checks do. In group situations,

testing and spot-checking are two such techniques employed. Spot-checking, i.e., looking

to see if each student is responding, is only minimally adequate in individualized instruction.

An instructor can, by looking over a student's shoulder, check to see how the student is

responding. But the presence of the teacher only serves as the signal to the student to avoid

overt cheating and may also inhibit productive work as well. Checking each student by

strolling around the room (as most teachers know) is inefficient and a waste of time.

Many programs have TEST frames. A TEST frame is a frame in which the student
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is not given a confirmation, thus making it impossible to just copy the answer. Such

programs provide a test-frame answer sheet so that the student may, at the end of the

unit, check his test frames against the answer sheet to find out how many test frames he

missed. These test frames are crude attempts to control cheating and give objective evi-

dence of whether or not the student is learning the material.

The major objections to test frames are:

1) Not all programs have them, and

2) They are difficult to put into such programs.

Consequently, there is a lack of consistency in any group of purchased programs. The

progress checks, which are often available or can be prepared easily when not available,

offer a needed source of consistency. It is, therefore, recommended that progress checks

be used instead of test frames as "student control procedure."

It is possible to evaluate student performance with a frame-by-frame analysis. In

such an analysis, the instructor checks each and every response a student makes to the

program. This procedure takes a great deal of time and is not particularly fruitful. It is

possible for the teacher to find which behaviors were not successfully established, but this

same information can be more efficiently obtained from the progress checks.

In general, no substitute system to check responding is as efficient, universal, and

time-saving as the progress check system.

Using the Provided Unit Post-tests

Many programs have Pre- and Post-tests available for each unit. The purpose of

these tests is to check the student's gain on the unit by comparing his score before he goes
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through the unit with his score when he finishes the unit.

When a course has a Pre- and Post-test for each unit, it is suggested that the

Pre-test be dropped (unless it is useful for diagnostic purposes) and the Post-test be

given to back up the progress checks. This procedure will cut down on grading consider-

ably and will eliminate testing which serves little or no purpose. If the progress checks

on the unit are good, the unit Post-test can also be dropped unless the teacher sees some

benefit in testing the students twice on the same material.
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REMEDIAL AND ALTERNATE METHODS FOR MAXIMUM GAIN

Contract Revision

It is important that the teacher note how each student reacts to his contract.

A student may exhibit some of the following examples of symptoms.

1) unfinished contract

2) complaining

3) dawdling

4) talking and wasting time

5) looking at the clock

6) inattention to instructions or detail

A student fails in the classroom because the system fails. To guarantee the success

of programed instruction and the contract system in the classroom, there are three areas

which should be under constant surveillance. These areas will require continued attention

and probable revision.

1) Motivation. When a situation like one of the above arises, it is most likely

due to the ratio of work to the amount of reinforcement. A rearrangement

of the preferred consequences on the student's contract will then be in order.

2) Ability. If a change in the student's contract is indicated and motivation has

been eliminated as the conflict, the student's Pre-test should be re-evaluated.

If the test result indicates that the program in which he is having difficulty

requires certain entering behavior he lacked at the beginning of the program,

he should be re-routed to a program that will correct his deficiencies. It is

possible, however, that the material is simply too difficult for that particular
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student at that particular time. Re-routing to a remedial program will

be the measure to be taken in this case also.

3) Material. If the listed symptoms are exhibited by several students and the

teacher has discarded both motivation and individual ability as the cause,

the teacher's attention should be directed to the material being used. The

material could be inappropriate or generally inadequate to do the job. If

repeated use of the material in question establishes that it is of poor quality,

the material should be eliminated.

Additional Visual Stimuli

In the programed text the stimuli are all visual. The student reads to himself and

examines any figures or drawings to arrive at the correct answer. But the printed program

is not the only possible mode of program presentation. Other methods vary the presentation

of the visual stimulus and may add audio components. There are a number of commercially

available teaching machines with audio-visual capabilities. Almost all of these devices

have some response evaluation device ranging from a right-wrong buzzer to a computer which

selects remedial paths. In this Manual, however, we will limit ourselves to what can be

clone by the average teacher with equipment that may be available.

All schools have slide and motion picture projectors available. Often, when the

quantity of programs is limited, the teacher plaCes a program in an opaque projector.

This permits all students to examine and respond as a group. If necessary, the teacher can

also read the information from the frame. The students can write the answers on a sheet of

paper.
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Audio Components

As mentioned before, there are elaborate systems of audio and visual components

on the market. Slide projectors coupled to tape recorders require special preparation of

materials, but if such material is available, it may be utilized. However, one audio

component which can be added to change presentation mode is simply the teacher's reading

aloud the verbal portions of each frame. This method is particularly valuable for students

having reading difficulties. This procedure is naturally group-paced and not individua I-

paced, and the number in the group will have to be kept reasonably small in order for the

teacher to ensure that each student understands what discriminations are called for in each

frame.

A more sophisticated approach is to record the verbal matter for each frame on

tape. The teacher controls the operation of the recorder and evaluates the response. The

students follow along with their programs and examine the figures therein. In the school

systems that have tape recorders, this method could be used to an advantage. The teacher's

eyes would be free to watch facial expressions for incomprehension, or for inattentiveness.

Response Mode Variations

In visual-audio program presentation, it may be desirable to set up a method of

responding other than writing in the programs. One effective procedure is to allow students

to write constructed responses on a pad and to respond to multiple-choice items w;th a

signal card. These cards may be marked or colored to indicate the response. For example,

cards will be coded to the chokes by color, figure, or number. Each student holds up in

front of him a card which indicates to the teacher the choice that student has made. This
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method allows the teacher to rapidly scan the room to evaluate student performance

immed lately.

Incorrect Way to Show Response Card Correct Way to Show Response Card

ro
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